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Definitions…



An investment is an asset or item that is purchased with the hope that it will generate income 
or appreciate in the future 

… the purchase of goods that are not consumed today but are used in the future. 

What is investment?
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The return of an investment is made up of the following elements:

Financial return

− The capital return is the increase, or decrease in the capital value (price) of the investment 

− The income return is the income received from that investment

Social return

− The social return is the social impact of the investment.  Often difficult to measure it takes into account 
value created outside of the financial return metrics that might be relevant to the charitable purpose

Financial investment seeks to maximise financial returns for the appropriate level of risk

Social investment seeks to achieve a social and financial return.

Getting a return
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Cash Bonds

Gilts    Corporates

Property Equities

Listed       Private

Alternative Investments
Absolute return; infrastructure; commodities

increasing risk and return

Asset Classes 
Building blocks of an investment portfolio
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What is a Bond?

− The issuer of the bond is borrowing the money 

− The bond investor is the lender 

− Cash Flows: interest payments (coupons) and repayment of principal (“par value”) on maturity

Example Bond

Treasury 2% 2020 Gilt Current price £104

Coupon £2 per year Running yield 1.9%

Par value £100 Redemption yield 0%

− Bond prices move with interest rate expectations, with an inverse relationship
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A tradeable loan



− Ownership of shares = owning a slice of a company

− As owners, shareholders have a number of rights e.g. to vote on how the company is run

− Main reason for investing in equities is to share in the profits businesses make over time

− Profits can be paid out as dividends or kept within the company to invest for the future 
growth

− Public equities are often traded on a Stock Exchange to give the ability to buy/sell shares 
easily

− Can bring volatility – potential for the stock market’s valuation of the company to change 
quickly

What is an Equity?

Owning equities means owning slices of companies and sharing in their profits

Stocks and shares 
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Profits

Reinvestment: To grow future profits Dividends: In your pocket today



Real Returns

Source: Barclays Equity Gilt Study 2017.  Corporate bonds begin in 1999 whereas index-linked gilt returns are available from 1982.  A cost of living index is computed using Bank of England 
inflation data from 1899 to 1914 and the Retail Price Index, calculated by the Office of National Statistics, thereafter.  Past performance is not a guide to future performance.  Performance 
for periods greater than one year has been annualised.  The value of an investment and the income from it may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally 
invested.
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Asset class 
117 years 

(p.a.) 
50 years 

(p.a.) 
20 years 

(p.a.) 
10 years 

(p.a.) 
2016 
(p.a.) 

Equities 5.1% 6.0% 3.7% 2.5% 13.5% 

Gilts 1.4% 3.1% 4.5% 4.3% 8.7% 

Corporate bonds    3.1% 9.5% 

Index linked   4.4% 4.3% 16.6% 

Cash 0.8% 1.3% 0.6% -1.3% -2.1% 
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Internet 'Bust'
(2000 - 2002)

Credit Crisis (Oct
07 - Feb 09)

Equities… not without risk

Source: Dimson, Marsh and Staunton

…times of large equity market losses
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Investing for charities…



Charity investments in context
NCVO Almanac/ Charity Finance Survey

Source: NCVO Almanac 2016, Charity Finance November 2017.

NCVO (2013/14)
− Voluntary sector net assets of £105bn, of 

which £80bn in Investments 
− Half of the assets are held by the top 100 

organisations

Charity Finance
− Top 5 asset managers make up over a 

quarter of the voluntary sector assets 
− Charity Finance captures c.£71bn of 

charity mandates
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7,463 seg mandates
with <£5m invested

747 mandates
with £5m - £10m invested

781 mandates
with £10m - £50m invested

94 mandates
with £50m - £100m invested

57 mandates with 
>£100m invested
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What, who and how?
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OSCR, Charity 
Commission 
Investment 
Guidance 

CC14

Trustees

Investment 
Committee

Investment Policy

Fund Managers

Advisers

Portfolio 
implementation



When you invest your charity’s funds, by law you must:

know what you can and can't invest in – follow any restrictions in your governing 
document

make sure you know what you’re doing when making investment decisions – take 
advice from an expert where necessary

minimise risk to your charity's funds, for example by having a mix of investments rather 
than a single large investment which could drop in value  - diversification

explain your investment policy in your trustees’ annual report

The purpose of financial investment is to yield the best financial return within the level 
of risk considered to be acceptable ….

….this return can then be spent on the charity's aims.

Investing Charitable Assets
Charity Commission Guidance – CC14
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Investment Policy Statement
Your charity’s written investment objectives
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..provides a framework for making investment decisions, helping trustees to manage the 
charity’s resources effectively and demonstrate good governance

Investment Policy Statement should cover:
1. Introduction – general background and financial objective, investment powers, governance

2. Investment Objectives

3. Risk

4. Liquidity Requirements

5. Time Horizon

6. Ethical Investment

7. Management Reporting and Monitoring

8. Approval and Review

Requirement if delegate investment management 

‘ ’



− Role in the balance sheet? Security, growth, income?

− Motive?  Financial and/or social

− Capital protection vs inflation protection?

− Return expectation?

− Balance between capital return and income return? 

− Risk appetite?  Tolerate volatility of capital value?

Investment Policy Statement
2. Investment Objectives and 3. Risk
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4. Liquidity Requirements

− Regular draw down requirement? Income and/or capital?

− Other planned spending?

− Likelihood of unanticipated need for cash?

5. Time Horizon

− Charity life?

− Investment asset life?

− Expected changes in capital, income or expenditure?

6. Responsible Investment

− Responsible investment policy?

Investment Policy Statement
Examine key decisions and challenges
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Spending
How much?

How?

Governance
Maintaining long 

term view

Consistency
Reflecting aims 
in investments



A common charity investment objective

Source: Schroders, ACF. Charity investment expenditure survey 2013, 19 questions, 226 respondents

Charity investment expenditure survey 2013
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Charity investment expenditure survey 2013

 226 long term charity investors, 19 questions

 79% felt maintaining real capital value of investment portfolio over the long term very important

 Majority aimed to preserve or grow the real capital value over the long term

̶ Median spend rate 3 – 4%

̶ Translates into a long term 
investment objective of 
inflation + spending rate



How much can we spend?

Source: Dimson, Marsh, Staunton; Datastream.  Example portfolio:  80% UK Equities, 15% UK Bonds, 5% Cash

…sustainability is only ever a probability
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Probability of maintaining real value No Spending 3% p.a. 4% p.a.

Long-term Historical Analysis - Rolling 30 years 100% 93% 77%

Long-term Historical Analysis - Rolling 10 years 88% 58% 53%



Examines whether and how to develop a charity's investment strategy with its values 
and aims in mind.  

From minority to mainstream

The report draws on research from the largest survey into current charity investment 
practice, with almost 300 respondents, and finds that 59% of charity investors are choosing 
to manage their investments in a way that is aligned with their mission, having moved from 
23% just five years before.  

Intentional Investing

Source: (6) Intentional Investing, ACF June 2015 

Report published in June 2015
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Reflecting mission and values in investments - the options
− The report identifies four main ‘behaviours’ to connect mission and aims to investments – exclude, select, influence, 

deliver – introduced into charity investment practice across the last four centuries.



Intentional Investing
Report published in June 2015
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The impact on returns
Exclusionary policies may have historically hindered performance, but
the overall impact on the portfolio can be relatively small.  Selecting 
companies with good environmental, social and governance policies 
and engaging to improve corporate behaviour can be financially 
rewarding. 

Finding the right approach for your charity 
− There is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach that is right for every organisation.  

− The report advocates intentional investment, which means that trustees have thought about the management and use 
of their charity’s assets so that their approach supports the delivery of their charitable aims.  

− Intentional investors view their investments as one of a number of assets at the disposal of charity trustees, all of which 
can be used to support the charitable purpose. 

Source: (7,10) Intentional Investing, ACF June 2015



− Kids Company – no reserves

− Comic Relief – perceived inconsistency of investment policy with charitable aims

− Yale Endowment – 2008 cash flow difficulties

− Single stock exposure – over exposed to single stock

The risk of these issues occurring is mitigated by a well thought out investment policy.

Where things go wrong
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What, who and how?
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OSCR, Charity 
Commission

Investment 
Guidance 

CC14

Trustees

Investment 
Committee

Investment Policy

Fund Managers

Advisers

Portfolio 
implementation



Economic outlook



Three key themes for 2018
Outlook
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Growth

Liquidity

Inflation

Continued solid and broad-based growth 

Rising inflation to put more pressure on central banks

Gradually turning off the monetary tap
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Expectations for 2018 have risen

Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group, 21 December 2017. Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Growth
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Date



As growth and inflation rise…
Liquidity: The long farewell

Source: Thomson Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. December 2017.
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UK gilt yields vs. potential losses 

Should we be concerned about rising bond yields?

Source: Cazenove Capital. Bloomberg. October 2017. Past performance is not a guide to future performance.

The hidden iceberg
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2
Year

0.43 % 0.52% 0.78%
1.36%

1.91%
3 5 10 30

-1.9%

-2.7%

-4.7%

-9.2%

-23.5%

Effect on bond 
price of a 1% 

rise in gilt yields

Gilt yield



Equity markets

Source: Datastream, Cazenove Capital. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. 31st December 2017.  Historic non-financial trend P/Es.  45 year data set.

Valuations: above long term averages 
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Current valuation Historic average valuation Long term valuation range

Equity market valuations 
Historic non-financial trend P/E



– Continuation of broad-based global growth in 2018

– Rising inflation might put pressure on central banks

– Valuations are not cheap

– Earnings growth remains key to equity performance

Investment views
Sentiment and valuation holds us back from being overweight risk assets

Key 
macro 

themes

Equity Fixed Income Alternative Cash

Neutral Neutral/negative Positive/neutral
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 Charity sector likely to face continuing financial squeeze through austerity

 Focus on maximising returns (social and financial) for all assets (with appropriate risk)

 Governance of investments remains key, and should be a focus

 More charities seeking to reflect aims and mission in their investments 

 Reporting of investment policies and transparency a talking point

 Investment challenges in 2018 include increasing volatility and anticipated interest rate rises

 Hunt for income to continue, although total return approaches allow flexibility

Looking forward
2018 and beyond…
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Disclaimers
We undertake to comply with our obligations under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and the disclaimers set out in this section do not exclude or restrict liability for any duty to 
clients under this Act or any other applicable regulatory authority.

Nothing in this document should be deemed to constitute the provision of financial, investment or other professional advice in any way. The material in this document is for information 
purposes only and the services, securities, investments and funds described may not be available to or suitable for you. Not all strategies are appropriate at all times.

We have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained within this document is accurate, up to date, and complies with all prevailing UK legislation. However, no 
liability can be accepted for any errors or omissions, or for any loss resulting from its use. Any data and material provided ahead of an investment decision are for information purposes 
only. Unit and share prices are for information purposes only, they are not intended for trading purposes. We shall not be liable for any errors or delays in these prices or in the provision 
of this information, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon.

We reserve the right to amend, alter, or withdraw any of the information contained in this document at any time and without notice. No liability is accepted for such changes.

This document may include forward-looking statements that are based upon our current opinions, expectations and projections. We undertake no obligation to update or revise any 
forward-looking statements. Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements.

Risk warnings 
You should consider the following risks:

Investment risk: Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of an investment and the income from it may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the 
amount originally invested.

Taxation: Statements concerning taxation are based on our understanding of the taxation law in force at the time of publication. The levels and bases of taxation may change. You should 
obtain professional advice on taxation where appropriate before proceeding with any investment. 

Exchange rates: Investments in overseas securities are exposed to movements in exchange rates. These may cause the sterling value of units to go up or down. 

Debt securities: Investments in higher yielding bonds issued by borrowers with lower credit ratings may result in a greater risk of default and have a negative impact on income and capital 
value. Income payments may constitute a return of capital in whole or in part. Income may be achieved by foregoing future capital growth. 

Emerging markets: You should be aware of the additional risks associated with investment in emerging and developing markets. These include: higher volatility of markets; systems and 
standards affecting trading, settlement, registration and custody of securities all possibly lower than in developed markets; lack of liquidity in markets and exchanges leading to lower 
marketability of securities and greater price fluctuation; significant currency volatility, possibly resulting in adoption of exchange controls; lower shareholder protection or information to 
investors provided from the legal infrastructure and accounting, auditing and reporting standards.

Disclaimers, risk warnings and regulatory status
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Risk warnings (continued)
Unregulated collective investment schemes: Unregulated collective investment schemes and other non-mainstream pooled investments (NMPIs) are unlikely to offer a level of investor 
protection equivalent to that available for UK regulated investments. Such schemes may deal infrequently and may limit redemption.

Structured products: Structured products are usually issued by financial institutions and in the event of these institutions going into liquidation or failing to comply with the terms of the 
securities you may not receive the anticipated returns and you may lose all or part of the money you originally invested. If you sell your investment before its maturity date the investment 
may achieve a price less than the original investment. The performance of these investments may depend on indices and defined calculations which may differ from direct investments. 

Gearing: Some of the investments we may make on your behalf could be in investment companies which use gearing as a strategy or invest in other investment companies which use 
gearing, such as investment trusts. The strategy which the issuer of such securities uses or proposes to use may result in movements in the price of the securities being more volatile than 
the movements in the price of underlying investments. Such investments may be subject to sudden and large falls in value and you may get back nothing at all if there is a sufficiently 
large fall. 

Regulated Mortgages: Schroder & Co. Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority to administer, advise on, arrange (bring about) and enter into a regulated mortgage 
contract. Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage.

All data contained within this document is sourced from Cazenove Capital unless otherwise stated. Where FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”) data is used, “FTSE” is a trade mark of the 
London Stock Exchange Group of companies and is used by FTSE International Limited under licence. All rights in the FTSE indices vest in FTSE and/or its licensors. Neither FTSE nor its 
licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the FTSE indices or underlying data. No further distribution of FTSE data is permitted without FTSE’s express written consent.

Company particulars and regulatory status
This document is issued by Cazenove Capital which is a trading name of Schroder & Co. Limited, who together with connected companies provide the services described.

Schroder & Co Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered office is 
at 31 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7QA. Registered Number 2280926 England.

Services supplied by Schroder & Co. Limited and connected companies may be subject to value added tax (VAT). Schroder & Co. Limited is registered for VAT in the United Kingdom (GB 
243868730).

For the purposes of the Data Protection Act 1998, the data controller in respect of any personal data you supply is Schroder & Co. Limited. Personal information you supply may be 
processed for the purposes of investment administration by the Schroder Group, which may include the transfer of data outside of the European Economic Area. Schroder & Co. Limited 
may also use such information for marketing activities unless you notify it otherwise in writing.

For your security, communications may be recorded or monitored.

Disclaimers, risk warnings and regulatory status
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Financial update

Gillian Donald



2017: a busy year

• Updated accounting standards
• Updated notifiable events reporting guidance for trustees
• Fraud and cybercrime
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Updated accounting standards

• New FRS102 issued last year
• Draft SORP to come this year
• Some proactive areas raised by OSCR:

• Statement of cash flows note
• Comparatives make for lengthy accounts
• Related parties: disclosures of donations received
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Reporting notifiable events to OSCR

• Best practice for trustees (not statutory)
• Events that have a significant impact on the charity or its 

assets

• Statutory duty of auditors and examiners (updated 
November 2017)

• Matters of material significance MUST be reported
• Matters that are relevant to the regulator MAY be 

reported
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Examples of notifiable events

• Fraud or theft 
• Substantial financial loss (20%+of income) eg lost grants
• Abuse or mistreatment of vulnerable beneficiaries
• Charity trustees below quorum
• Charity subject to a criminal investigation or another regulator’s 

investigation
• Material donations from unknown donors/unverifiable sources (£25k+)
• Suspicion that the charity is being used to fund criminal activity 

including terrorism 
• A charity trustee acting whilst disqualified
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Format for reporting

• Email notifiable@oscr.org.uk
• Identify:

• The nature of the event and its potential/actual impact
• What action has been taken to date
• Plans to deal with the event
• Preventative action
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Auditor’s matters of material 
significance
• Dishonesty and fraud
• Internal 

controls/governance 
failure

• Money laundering/criminal 
activity

• Support of terrorism

• Risk to beneficiaries
• Breach of law or charity 

trust
• Breach of OSCR order
• Modified audit or IE 

opinion
• Conflicts of interest and 

related party issues
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Fraud and cybercrime

• OSCR guidance published May 2017
• 10 steps to protect against cybercrime (see below)

• If you think you have been a victim, report it to the police 
on 101 and tell OSCR through the notifiable events 
channel
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OSCR ten steps to guard against fraud 
and cybercrime
1. Maintain digital security
2. Know your customers, suppliers and employees
3. Keep software up to date
4. Beware of illegitimate emails from bank, suppliers etc
5. Check your bank and credit card statements
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OSCR ten steps to guard against fraud 
and cybercrime
6. Don’t be rushed into accepting offers because they are 

too good to be true
7. Maintain privacy in public places
8. Change passwords regularly and keep them secure
9. Keep backups in case of ransomware
10.Consider awareness training for trustees and 

employees
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Real life examples of fraud

• Two cyber-frauds:
• Highland Hospice vishing £500k
• Charity X 

• Three big “traditional” frauds:
• Edinburgh Festival Fringe Society £220k
• British Red Cross £360k
• Cyrenians Wales £1.3m
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The charity law health-check

Brodies LLP
February 2018



Law and regulation is a good thing….

rather than charities and their trustees talking about 
“falling foul of the law” and regulation, look at how the 
law can help charities achieve their aims and 
objectives in a changing regulatory landscape
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New fundraising expectations and oversight

• a new Scottish Fundraising Complaints hub hosted by SCVO
• charity is the first port of call for complaints (policy in place?)
• still unhappy? 

• Scottish or UK charity?
• confusion in public’s mind… symbols on the TV
• refer to the Independent Standards and Adjudications Panel for Fundraising in 

Scotland 
• non-statutory powers and sanctions
• only 4 complaints so far

• “the fundraising guarantee”
• interaction with rest of the UK and lead regulator principle 
• interaction with general good governance etc
• data protection and information management and duties… GDPR

• http://www.brodies.com/general-data-protection-regulation

a new Scottish approach
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Constitutional matters (but not Brexit!)

• the new OSCR Annual Return 
• “when did the charity trustees last look at and consider the 

content of the charity’s governing document?” 
• what is your answer?

• Benedict Allen situations
• “I did not need rescuing” 

• using the Trustee Annual Report 
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Alphabet soup

• wider transparency obligations
– [FATCA], AEOI, CRS, LEI, PSC….
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Yes Minister

• “Charities should not be gagged, and they won’t be.” Sir 
Stephen Bubb, chief executive of Acevo

• “The Lobbying Act could have an absolutely chilling effect on 
debate and legitimate criticism. ” Martin Sime, then chief 
executive of SCVO 

• “We've had clear evidence that a number of campaigning 
groups have already decided not to campaign or not to join 
with other bodies to campaign on an issue because they are 
frightened of running foul of the act.” Lord Harries

The Lobbying Act
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Lobbying
• a Scottish register - Lobbying (Scotland) Act 2016
• 12 March 2018 in force
• charities are not exempt
• impact on influencing and campaigning?
• “regulated lobbying”… it’s good to talk?
• register details of their interaction online with the lobbying

register within 30 days and submit returns every 6 months
• volunteer v paid v less than 10 FTE employees
• the details to be registered include:-

• person lobbied, the date, location, circumstances, purpose, the name of
the person lobbying and on whose behalf

• put a policy in place
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Business rates 

• Barclay Review of Non-Domestic Rates
– ALEOs [now updated position]
– trading subsidiaries
– independent schools
– charity trading shops
– sport

• read the blogs:- google…
– Brodies blog Barclay Eccles
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FRED68

• payments from subsidiaries to parent charity

• the legals

• payments by trading subsidiaries to their parent charity count
as “distributions” for the purposes of company law and need to
be considered and documented as such

• binding obligation – cannot be recognised at the reporting date
if the payment only follows and becomes an obligation after that
date
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risk… and ‘notifiable events’
• D v Victim Support Scotland, December 2017 Vicarious liability of

charity for advice given in relation to claiming compensation from Criminal Injuries
Compensation Authority. Relevant that charity advertised its ability to assist with such
applications and that staff had received specialist training. It not relevant that no payment was
made for the service.

• Armes (Appellant) v Nottinghamshire County Council
(Respondent) Oct 2017 Potential extension of vicarious liability for deliberate
wrongs of volunteers and third parties carry out work for an organisation; could mean liability for
the organisation even where all due diligence has been carried out and the duties have been
delegated without negligence.

• Inadequate insurance cover…must consider all of the risks faced and decide
whether or not insurance cover is warranted.

• ‘notifiable events’
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What it is to be a charity trustee… 
• Charity Commission survey, November 2017
• values and behaviours to permeate throughout…
• what about members? 
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The rise of the SCIO… legal form selection

… and the end of the trust? and everything else? 
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… or, if Elon Musk did charity law… 
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Alan Eccles
alan.eccles@brodies.com

Helen Kidd
helen.kidd@brodies.com

@BrodiesLLP
@BCharitable

http://www.brodies.com/blog/category/charity/

Get and keep in touch
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